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Details of Visit:

Author: Bewilder
Location 2: Near City Centre
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 28 Apr 2012 5pm
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 160
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Manchester Elite
Website: http://www.manchester-elite.co.uk
Phone: 07748099390

The Premises:

A flat near the City Centre (but not quite walking distance) which is relatively easy to find. Clean and
comfortable enough but nothing special. 

The Lady:

Petite Indian/Pakistani girl with big natural tits. Would describe her more "girl next door" than
bombshell so was disappointed in that respect as was expecting a real stunner.  

The Story:

I have only ever punted in Manchester at Sandys and had a theory that for agencies to flourish in
such a punting nirvana the girls must be spectacularly good looking and the service top notch.
Always been partial to Indian/Pakistani girls (or rather a certain type) and liked Layla's photos so
decided to take a punt.

The agency were very good in organising the punt and to be fair Layla provided a top notch service
and is a pleasant girl. Lots of kissing, great blowjob, ball licking, RO, various positions and finished
with CIM.

But, and I guess its no reflection on Layla but more my punting style, I very rarely have 1 hour punts
in England and on the 6 occasions I've booked for an hour I have only walked away feeling totally
satisfied once (a different Laila). If say, this had been a 30 min session for 80 quid I would be very
happy. Guess, the other lesson learned is for a 150 quid plus session I will only go for it if the girl
has pics of her face so I'm sure she's my type.

Nevertheless, given the level of service, if Layla is your type and a 1 hour punt is your style, I would
recommend but unless there are exceptional circumstances, I will stick to Sandys in Manchester.
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